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Survey of Experiences During the Holocaust

This questionnaire is intended only for Jewish survivors of the Holocaust. Through
your answers Jewish organizations and scholars hope to gain a better understanding
of the Holocaust. We ask you to help by giving only a few minutes of your time
to answer the questions. All you have to do on most questions is circle a nuiiber
to show your answer. Hundreds of survivors will be answering these anonymous
questionnaires, and the results will be statistically compiled. No one will be
identified in any report and you are not asked to sign your name. Use the following
English or Yiddish version.

When World War II began,
what country were you living in?

5-1

How well did you speak the
language of that country,
for someone your age?

Fluently
fairly well
poorly
very poorly or not at all
(spoke only Yiddish)

zS

Which of the following best
describes the place you lived
in when the war started?

City
^smajl town
village or countryside

7-

When the war began, how old
were you?

Many years have passed since
the war. How well do you
remember your war experiences?

Remember it vividly
'remember fairly well
forgot a lot of it
was too young to remember

2

3

4

IF TOO YOUNG TO REMEfiBER, TURN IN THE
QUESTIONNAIRE

6. During the war, how much time
did you spend in a ghetto?

Less than a year
about two vears^—

about three years
four years or more
never went to a ghetto

9-1

2

3

4

5

7. Did you spend any time in a
concentration camp?

Less than a year
about Wo years

/"^out three years —^
fDnr~years or more
never went to a camp

8.

9.

10.

10-1

2

3

4

5

During the war, did you live

Lived there as a fighter in
a partisan unit 11-1
lived there only in hiding 2
"boBi in hiding § as a par^san 3
no, never lived there 4

During the war, did you pass
as a non-Jew or hide among
non-Jews?

Yes, I was passing but not
hiding
Yes, I was passing and also
hiding

Yrf;, t-yif '•'nly bv hiding ^

12-1

2

3

No, I never tried to pass or__
_amnng nnn-.Tpw^

Those who survived the Holocaust

sometimes had to change from one
situation to another. Would you
describe yourself mainly as:

Concentration camp survivor 13-1

Someone who survived mainly
by hiding among non-Jews
and/or passing as a non-Jew

Someone who survived by hiding
in a forest or mountainous area

Someone who survived as a fighter
in a partisan unit 4
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